Team: ______________________ Ready For Flight Card

Balloon attachment to spec = YES
Flight string fits through tube = YES
Quality of box construction = YES
Corners aluminum taped = YES
Switches identified = YES
Switched secured in off position = YES
Team Name and Contact information on outside of box in two places = YES
American Flag = YES
Drop Test Pass* = YES
Whip Test Pass* = YES
Cold Test Pass* = YES
Mission Life (3 hr) Test Pass* = YES
Top of BalloonSat Identified = YES
Balloon attachment washers glued down = YES
Wires Secured = YES

Possible mission specific checks: (do not apply to all mission)

Test Pictures Taken From Inside Box = YES
Camera sensor area unobstructed = YES
External Temp Cable 1” inch out = YES

ACTIONS TO BE COMPLETED:

Authorized for launch by ________________________________

Check In Time = ____________________________
Final Weight = ____________________________